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Dear Colleagues

W

hat does innovation look like in rural education? In one
school, it’s being able to offer a full online course load
to a high school class president with medical vulnerabilities during a pandemic. In another school it’s about

helping a college-bound student take honors and Advanced Placement
courses not previously offered. Or perhaps it’s a curious learner hoping to
explore ideas to inform their career choice.
Across rural America, there are endless stories of how students have benefited from their district’s virtual learning program. In our conversations with
rural educators and leaders, it is clear that districts are embracing educational innovation and disruption in unique ways, often out of necessity, and
making virtual learning programs a key student success strategy.
The challenges are significant. Rural depopulation, a declining tax base, and
shifting local economies have led to a reduction of vital services. Access
to upper-level, advanced, and specialized enrichment or career courses is
stymied by capacity constraints and teacher shortages. Despite progress,
instructional opportunities are further limited by an absence of universal
high-speed broadband access in homes. Yet in the face of these challenges,
educators have embraced innovative approaches and found ways to create
real opportunities for their students. This case study elevates and amplifies
some of their stories and how educators and families are navigating complex challenges facing their communities.
—— DAVE ADAMS, CHIEF ACADEMIC OFFICER
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EXECUTIVE
Executive
Summary
Across the United States, 8.9 million
students attend rural schools, while more
than one in four schools are classified as
rural (Latterman & Steffes, 2017). Schools
are often the local institutions that help
keep rural communities connected—even
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Initially,
schools served as key operational facilities
to help coordinate regional responses.
When the moment came to safely reopen,
they did so quickly and effectively (Schwartz,
et al 2021).
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This case study explores the ways in which virtual
learning can support schools in rural communities. It
first examines this through the lens of course catalog
expansion, a strategy to help schools expand curricular options that they can’t otherwise offer (Hart, 2020).

Edmentum Course Enrollments
by Locale (2019-2020)

483,482

Course enrollments

35+1923I 20+332225I

Rural school leaders are, in a sense, innovators. They
have long recognized the benefits of adopting virtual
learning programs in their schools (Hannum, 2009).
One of the biggest reasons is the flexibility they offer
students and their families. In a traditional school
model, the one-size-fits-all schedule can’t accommodate the needs of all students. Online courses and
virtual instructional services are among the strategies
that rural schools have put in place to serve learners
who seek alternative models.

Urban

20%

Town

33%

Suburban
Rural

25%

To do this, we compare course enrollment data
for all students who completed Edmentum courses during the 2019–2020 school year. This analysis
includes 483,482 student course enrollments at 1,571
Edmentum school and district partners. It shows that
school districts of all stripes — from small and rural to
suburban and urban — see virtual learning as strategy
to advance student outcomes. Across all locales, core
courses in English language arts, social studies, and
math are the most commonly taken courses.
Rural districts, in particular, have utilized virtual
programs as a way to expand their course catalogs
for students to have increased access to courses that
are often the most challenging to find teachers for.
Career and technical education, world languages, and
elective courses, for example, are taken at a higher
rate than urban, suburban, or town schools.
This report also presents academic performance data
for a sample of four rural districts that have partnered
with Edmentum to provide virtual learning and instructional services in their schools. An analysis of this
sample cohort finds that Edmentum students achieve
higher successful course completion rates compared
to findings of a 10-year longitudinal study that examined students in similar locales (Freidhoff, 2021).

22%

1,571

35%

Partners
Urban

19%

Town

Suburban
Rural

Finally, this case study seeks to elevate and share
the stories of rural educators who are operating
virtual learning programs in their districts. We spoke
to school and district leaders in several Edmentum
partner districts to learn about how they are handling an array of challenges, from teacher shortages
to broadband barriers.
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23%

23%

Course Catalog Expansion
in Rural Schools
How virtual learning strategies are helping rural educators build
instructional capacity and increase access to high-quality online
courses
For this case study, we analyze 483,482 course
enrollments across 1,043 unique courses for all
Edmentum school and district partners during
the 2019-20 school year. Using locale categorization data, we assign metro codes (Rural, Urban,
Suburban, Town) and match them to corresponding
course enrollment data. This analysis excludes locale
data for customized courses or in cases where locale
data could not be accurately matched.

“SMALL COMMUNITY, LOTS OF HATS.”
As a high school principal in a small, rural district in
Wisconsin, Adam DeWitt wears a lot of hats. One day
he’s operating the big scoreboard at home games,
and the next, he’s overseeing assessment and
grading policies and procedures across the Oconto
Unified School District.
“I’ve been seen pushing mops,” DeWitt said. “I would
love to be just the principal, but I do a little bit of
everything. Small community, lots of hats.”

Yet Oconto’s leaders are aware of their district’s limitations as well. To build instructional capacity and
expand its course offerings, Oconto has established
a virtual academy in its high school.
“I have an instructional staff of a little more than 20,”
said DeWitt. “We simply can’t offer all of the science
courses, the language courses, or the elective courses that all of my students want or need. Edmentum
gives my students hundreds of options to choose
from.”
Course catalog expansion is a big reason why
leaders of small, rural school districts see particular
benefits to virtual learning. Online courses can open
up new options for students in a variety of ways.
Students can enroll in advanced courses, career and
technical courses, or elective courses in specialized
fields. School and district leaders in rural communities say online offerings that are comprehensive and
rigorous are critical strategies for increasing capacity
and improving access (Hart, Jacob & Loeb, 2020).

DeWitt says the multitasking mentality has some
benefits. Whereas schools in larger districts often
need to jump through bureaucratic hoops, DeWitt
says that rural districts can often be more agile in its
decision-making process.
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Proportion of Course Enrollments by Subject Within Locale
The proportions of course enrollments for nine subjects in each locale show the different ways in which
Edmentum school and district partners are utilizing virtual courses. Subject areas that are especially challenging to attract teachers for (world language, CTE, and electives) are the same courses that represent
larger shares of overall enrollments for rural districts. The data suggest that course expansion is a key reason for rural schools to adopt virtual programs.
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Fast Facts
● 3
 5% of Edmentum’s overall district and school partners analyzed were in the rural locale, the most
of any of the four locales. The other locales were suburban (23%), town (23%), and urban (19%).
● C
 TE represented nearly 17% of all course enrollments in Edmentum’s rural locale, the highest share of
CTE courses of any of Edmentum’s four locales. The locale with the next highest share of CTE course
enrollments was the suburban locale (15%), followed by the town local (13.5%),and urban locale (12%).
● Edmentum’s course catalog includes 90 CTE courses.
● T
 he most popular CTE courses taken across the four profiled rural districts were: Career Exploration,
Forensic Science, Personal Finance, and Applied Medical Terminology. Other CTE courses include Digital
Photography, Intro to Nursing, Hospitality & Tourism, and Computing for College & Career.
● A
 mong courses in world languages, Spanish 2 and American Sign Language were the two most taken
online courses in the four profiled rural districts.
● E
 nglish language arts is the subject with the highest course enrollments across all locales, representing
20% of all enrollments.
● S
 cience courses represent 15% of all course enrollments in Edmentum’s town locale, the highest share
of science courses of any of Edmentum’s four locales. At one partner district, Glenwood Community
School District, more than 50 students enrolled in Edmentum’s online physics course, the most of any
course in the sample rural cohort.
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Share of Enrollments by Locale: Career and Technical Education
This chart shows that course enrollments for CTE courses represent a larger share of total courses
in the rural locale compared to other locales.
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Course Enrollments by Subject (2019–20)
This chart shows the overall course enrollments across Edmentum’s 483,482 enrollments in 2019–20.
It shows that CTE has the fourth highest enrollments after ELA, Social Studies and Math.
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Electives

World
Languages

School Spotlights

OCONTO UNIFIED
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Northeastern Wisconsin
1,000 students

GLENWOOD COMMUNITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Southwest Iowa
2,100 students from four communities
Fast Fact: Although it’s located
in Iowa, Glenwood is known as
a growing “bedroom community” for the nearby city of Omaha,
Nebraska.

Fast Fact: Located on the bay of
Green Bay, Oconto Falls is known
by its moniker, history on the bay,
for its historic sawmills and scenic
landscape.

OTTUMWA COMMUNITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Southeast Iowa in Wapello County
Serves 4,713 students
Fast Fact: In addition to serving
students in the city of Ottumwa, the
district serves surrounding rural
areas in Wapello County.

NORTHMOR LOCAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Central Ohio
Serves 819 students
Fast Fact: Opened in 2011,
Northmor’s K-12 building
covers 174,000 square-feet and
houses Northmor’s high school,
junior high school and
elementary school.
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Located in southwest Iowa, approximately 20 miles
southeast of the Omaha/Council Bluffs metro area,
Glenwood Community School District serves a little
over 2,000 students who come from four rural
communities. Its mission is to “develop in all students the knowledge and competencies required of
responsible citizens in a global society.”
Traditionally a small agricultural community with a
rural base, Glenwood’s local economy has shifted
to more of a service economy, says Jedd Taylor, a
former high school counselor who now serves as
Glenwood’s director of technology. Glenwood’s utilization of virtual programs has been a way to meet
the unique needs of a student body that has grown
increasingly diverse.
Glenwood dipped its toes into the virtual learning
space with support from the Iowa Department of
Education, which incubated online learning through
its Iowa Learning Online virtual academy. In recent
years, Glenwood has sought a course catalog that
could offer students a broad and representative set
of courses to meet diverse interests and ever-evolving workforce demands. For example, a large group
of students enrolled in and successfully completed
Edmentum’s course in physics. In addition, students
have been able to access courses in world languages from German to American Sign Language to
Spanish.
“Our partnership with Edmentum began because
we wanted to offer students high-school level
courses that they could not otherwise get,” says
Taylor.

DeWitt said the partnership allows Oconto to honor
its connection with the community. “Students in
our virtual school aren’t on their own. They’re not
by themselves. They are still part of the school
community, they can still join our clubs, play on our
sports teams, and run for Student Senate.”
One student, for example, needed flexibility in
his school schedule to learn from home due to a
serious medical condition. The student, who played
three sports and served as class president, was allowed to successfully complete his classes and earn
credits toward graduation through Edmentum’s
virtual courses. “He would have had success here,
too, but he was able to learn from home through
Edmentum classes and had the same success that
he would have had here,” said DeWitt.

“Our partnership with
Edmentum began
because we wanted to
offer students highschool level courses
that they could not
otherwise get.”
JEDD TAYLOR, Director of Technology,
Glenwood Community School District

In Wisconsin, Adam DeWitt the high school principal, says the Oconto Unified School District is
proud of its close ties to the Oconto community,
a city with just under 4,500 residents. Nestled on
the waters of the bay of Green Bay, Oconto is a
logging and fishing community that has played a
vital role in the region’s local economy since the
Industrial Revolution.
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Successful Course
Completion Analysis
This study is contextualized in a larger research
study of academic performance in virtual learning.
Using a methodology based on a 10-year longitudinal study of virtual learning outcomes in Michigan
(Freidhoff, 2021), the analysis examines course
completion rates for students in 672,682 virtual
enrollments who completed a course with a passing grade.
For the purposes of this case study, we sought
to compare “successful course-completion rates”
at schools with similar characteristics. The chart
below shows the successful course-completion
rates for the four Edmentum rural partner schools
profiled in this case study. It compares successful
course-completion rates with a large comparison group, and shows that Edmentum successful
course-completion rates outperform the comparison group in all subject areas and overall.

A NOTE ABOUT THIS COMPARISON
It is worth emphasizing that while this analysis is
useful, there are some limitations. The sample of
schools analyzed in the 10-year longitudinal study,
for example, is based on the National Center of
Education Statistics methodology for categorizing schools by population. The sample of schools
analyzed in Edmentum’s case study is based on the
methodology of MDR Education (previously known
as Market Data Retrieval), a company that compiles
education data from multiple sources at the level of
schools and districts. MDR’s metro code categorization includes four metro locale codes: Rural, urban,
suburban and town.

Edmentum Rural/Town
	
Comparison
Study Rural


90%

Comparison Study Town
	

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Overall

Math

English

Science
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Social Studies

World Languages

Rural Issue Spotlight
TACKLING TEACHER SHORTAGES IN RURAL COMMUNITIES
Even before the pandemic, rural schools faced unique challenges in teacher recruitment and
retention. The hiring pool is smaller, and the local labor force is more limited when it comes
to educator recruitment and retention (NREA, 2021). Rural teachers make less than their
urban and suburban counterparts. On top of that, rural schools face high teacher and administrator turnover (2018). As many as half of principals leave after their third year (Latterman &
Steffes, 2017).
Although the pandemic has taken its toll on teacher talent at all types of schools, the problem
has been exacerbated in rural communities. “The profession is taking a hit,” said Adam DeWitt,
principal of Oconto High School in Wisconsin. “And we’re fighting an uphill battle.”
High levels of teacher turnover have a real impact on students, as research has shown connections between turnover and student achievement (Ronfeldt et al., 2013). DeWitt believes
that is one way in which virtual learning can support rural communities. Online courses,
taught by highly-qualified and certified instructors, can help rural school districts become
“agile” in their mission to serve more students. “We need to become more accessible to students in any environment to meet them where they are,” he said.
In the Glenwood Community School District, a rural community in Iowa, Dr. Chad Lang, the
dis-trict’s director of school improvement, said that several approaches have helped them
avoid the teacher shortage issues facing districts across the country. The biggest one
has been creating a culture of continuous improvement and professional
development that is embedded into the district’s hiring and talent processes. It
begins with the onboarding process and continues with professional learning for new hires,
through profes-sional learning communities and professional development opportunities
throughout the year.
“We know that the backside of recruitment is retention, so we are very transparent and clear
about the professional learning expectations that we have for new hires,” said Lang.
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Discussion
This case study presents findings from analyses of
483,482 course enrollments across 1,043 unique
courses for all Edmentum school and district partners
during the 2019–2020 school year. Data analyses, in
addition to qualitative interviews demonstrate that:
•

	
Rural
districts are using virtual learning to expand
access to a wide range of high-quality courses,
specifically focusing on career and technical education, electives, and world language courses.

•

	
Rural
students that enroll in Edmentum courses
are achieving successful course outcomes.

•

Aross
	
all locales, courses in English language arts,
social studies and math are the most frequently
taken courses. This is a predictable outcome given
the courses credit-bearing weight for graduation.

•

	
Enrollments
can vary significantly based on locale
and subject.

There are many noteworthy outliers, which can
be more fully reviewed in the Appendices section.
For this case study, we interviewed three school and
district leaders who are part of Edmentum’s rural
locale. These conversations provided anecdotal
insights that add important context. Across these
conversations, several shared themes emerged.
•

Rural
	
communities are not a monolith. Each one
is highly unique, with its own history, regional culture, economic base, and community involvement.

•

Rural
	
communities are changing, with new populations migrating to the area.

•

Rural
	
school leaders are nimble and innovative, in
part out of a necessity to maximize limited capacity
and resources. They are enthusiastic champions of
student-centered education solutions that can help
their schools better serve the students and families
in their communities. Virtual learning is one example of an offering that shows particular promise.

Further research is needed to better understand the
causal and correlative connections among course enrollment data, high-quality virtual learning programs,
and external characteristics such as the district type
or locale. There is a growing body of research that
is examining several of these factors. A national
survey of rural school systems in the United States
(Hannum, 2009) found that four in five school administrators believed that online courses were necessary
to provide advanced or enrichment courses that
students wanted. World language courses were the
most frequently taken online courses, according to
the survey. (Other frequently taken courses were
algebra, psychology, English or composition, and
U.S. history.). The researchers posited that teacher
recruitment and retention were particularly challenging for world language teachers.
In a more recent publication (Hart, 2021), researchers assessed the extent to which students and
schools use online courses to expand curricular
options in schools that don’t otherwise have the
capacity to offer them. Analyzing statewide, student-course-level data from high school students
in Florida, which has the largest virtual sector in
the nation, the researchers found that these kinds
of online courses were more commonly used by
higher-achieving students in rural schools. The most
frequently taken courses in this study were: Personal
and Family Finance, Social Media, Parenting Skills,
and Reading for College Success.
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Appendix A
DATA AND MEASURES
For this case study, we first analyze 483,482 course
enrollments across 1,043 unique courses for all
Edmentum school and district partners during the
2019-2020 school year. Using locale categorization data, we assign metro codes (Rural, Urban,
Suburban, Town) and match them to corresponding
course enrollment data. This course enrollment data,
it is important to note, does not represent all course
enrollments. The analysis excludes locale data for
customized courses or in cases where locale data
could not be accurately matched. The sample of
schools analyzed in Edmentum’s case study is based
on the methodology of MDR Education (Previously
known as Market Data Retrieval), a company that
compiles education data from multiple sources at
the level of schools and districts. MDR’s metro code
categorization includes four metro locale codes:
Rural, Urban, Suburban and Town.
To better understand the student academic outcomes and student characteristics for students in
rural school communities, this case study includes an
analysis of data from a range of external and internal
sources for students attending Edmentum partner
schools that belong in the Rural or Town category.
•

Analysis for the four districts profiled here were
based on data extracted from Edmentum’s internal databases for students enrolled in the
2019-20 and 2020-21 academic school years.

•

The four school districts were: Glenwood
Community School District (IA), Oconto United
School District (WI), Ottumwa Community School
District (IA), and Northmor Local School District
(OH).

For the Course Outcomes Analysis, at least 10
students must be enrolled in a course for data that
reports outcomes by course. Students with at least
50% completion of course activities were counted.
This requirement was added in order to analyze the
academic outcomes of students who completed the
course with moderate engagement levels.
The Successful Course-Completion Rates Analysis
compares course completion rates between students
in the four Edmentum rural and town partners profiled in this case study and those of a 10-year longitudinal study of virtual learning academic outcomes
published in the 2019–2020 report, Michigan’s K-12
Virtual Learning Effectiveness Report.
These data encompass courses taken by Edmentum
Rural students, including core, elective, and CTE
courses. Student course enrollments were counted
for:
•

•

Successful completion rates are measured by
students who completed the course and earned a
final course grade of 60 or above, the minimum
cutoff grade required for course credit eligibili-ty.
Students who do not successfully complete a
course either earn a failing course grade below
60% or drop out of the course.
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Edmentum Courses by Subject
Student Course Outcome

Description

Final Course Grade

This is the average course grade for all students taking a course (i.e.
Algebra 1 Semester A) during the 2019–20 and 2020–21 school years.
Each student’s course grade is calculated on a scale of 0-100.

End of Course Exam

Each semester course includes an end of course exam that measures
the learning objectives within that course.

Post-Unit Test

Each semester course is divided into instructional units, and each unit
includes a Unit post-test that measures the objectives within that unit.

Mastery Test

Each instructional unit within a course is divided into lessons, and each
lesson includes a mastery test that measures the specific objective of
that lesson.

Unit/Course Activity

Depending on the course subject courses contain unit and/or courselevel activities that measure students’ ability to solve problems or
complete tasks that require higher-order thinking.

Threaded Discussion

Each instructional unit includes a graded discussion topic that allows
students to demonstrate critical thinking.
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STUDENT OUTCOMES BY SUBJECT: ALL SUBJECTS (MEDIAN VALUES)

Student outcomes were analyzed
based on 648 Edmentum course
enrollments in four partners in
rural locales. The median course
grade is 81.
This visualization shows the grade
distribution by subject for the
students in the four rural districts
profiled in this case study. The
black line represents the median
grade, and the purple rectangle
ranges from the 25th-75th
percentile of the student grade
distribution.

Final
course
grade

End of
Course
Exam

PostUnit
Test

Mastery
Test

Unit/
Course
Activity

Threaded
Discussion

N

Math

77

72

79

100

76

100

66

English

72

74

79

100

75

83

98

Science

83

76

83

100

95

100

111

Social Studies

82

100

85

100

95

100

87

World Languages

81

95

88

100

99

100

72

Career & Technical Ed

85

74

73

100

100

100

131

Physical Ed

88

80

81

100

95

100

52

Electives

84

72

82

80

85

100

31

Overall

81

77

81

100

91

100

648

Subject
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STUDENT OUTCOMES BY COURSE (MEDIAN VALUES)

Student outcomes were also analyzed across 124 unique Edmentum courses in rural locales. Courses with
the median final course grades over 90 are US Government (92), Spanish 2 (91), and Forensic Science (94).
This visualization shows the grade distribution by course for the students in the four rural districts profiled in
this case study. Any course with less than 10 enrolled students was excluded from this analysis

Ed
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STUDENT OUTCOMES BY COURSE, CONTINUED

Final
course
grade

End of
Course
Exam

PostUnit
Test

Mastery
Test

Unit/
Course
Activity

Threaded
Discussion

N

Subject

Course

Math

Algebra 1

76

67

75

80

71

100

15

Math

Geometry

71

-

80

100

56

100

20

Language Arts

English 10

69

67

80

100

68

80

26

Language Arts

English 12

69

75

82

100

56

75

18

Language Arts

English 9

73

53

68

80

76

75

12

Science

Biology

82

79

79

80

100

100

17

Science

High School Earth
and Space Science

71

48

70

80

100

100

10

Science

Physics

85

0

85

100

90

100

51

Social Studies

Middle School US
History

67

100

74

80

79

83

10

Social Studies

US Government

92

91

94

100

100

100

13

Social Studies

US History

75

90

86

100

88

99

16

Social Studies

World History

84

100

82

100

94

97

31

World Languages

American Sign
Language 1

81

-

-

-

-

100

19

World Languages

Spanish 1

81

93

94

100

90

100

13

World Languages

Spanish 2

91

93

88

100

100

100

22

Career & Technical
Education

Applied Medical
Terminology

85

75

79

100

-

100

10

Career & Technical
Education

Career Exploration

67

72

68

100

-

100

17

Career & Technical
Education

Forensic Science

94

-

-

-

-

100

11

Career & Technical
Education

Personal Finance

85

93

88

100

-

100

11

Health & Physical
Education

Health

83

91

82

100

100

-

13

Health & Physical
Education

Physical Education

84

77

80

100

93

100

14
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COURSE ENROLLMENTS BY SUBJECT AND LOCALE (2019-2020)

Subject

Rural

Suburban

Town

Urban

Total

Career & Technical Education

15915

18435

14292

20225

68867

Electives

4941

6316

5905

6955

24117

English Language Arts

17563

23922

19265

32331

93081

Health and Physical Education

5604

11646

7572

10597

35419

Math

14319

18745

15554

25398

74016

Science

12372

15214

16035

21991

65612

Social Studies

14593

17521

19156

28311

79581

College and Career Readiness

4202

4547

4710

5655

19114

World Languages

5331

6703

4053

7588

23675

Total

94840

123049

106542

159051

483482

SHARE OF COURSE ENROLLMENTS BY LOCALE

Subject

Rural

Suburban

Town

Urban

Total

Career & Technical Education

17%

15%

13%

13%

14%

Electives

5%

5%

6%

4%

5%

English Language Arts

19%

19%

18%

20%

19%

Health and Physical Education

6%

9%

7%

7%

7%

Math

15%

15%

15%

16%

15%

Science

13%

12%

15%

14%

14%

Social Studies

15%

14%

18%

18%

16%

College and Career Readiness

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

World Languages

6%

5%

4%

5%

5%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Grand Total
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Appendix B
5 Key Components of a Sustainable Virtual Program
Part of Edmentum’s ongoing work is to define what high-quality sustainable virtual instruction looks like. After
decades of work as an innovator in online teaching and learning, Edmentum has identified several key components for building a sustainable, high-quality virtual program.

High-Quality Instructional Practice

• Effective instructional practices, tailored for an online environment
• Experienced virtual instructors, highly-qualified and state-certified

• Active learning strategies
Online Curriculum and Assessment

• Instructional materials that meet students where they are
• Aligned with college and career-readiness standards
• Multimodal and student-centered

Virtual Platform

• Organized from a student’s point of view
• Simple, efficient, and ubiquitous
• Data-driven intervention

Whole-Learner Services

• Multi-role support teams: coaches, advisors, counselors, and mentors
• Specialized services for students with disabilities, ELLs

Continuous Improvement

• A deliberate focus on learning growth and continuity

• An emphasis on growth-oriented goals and accountability metrics

 romoting students’ beliefs that they have the ability to meet goals by
• P
changing how they approach new learning experiences
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Appendix C
The Science Behind Virtual Teaching Effectiveness

Edmentum’s virtual instructional training and development for teachers is built on a foundation of research-based pedagogical principles.

Establishing Student-Teacher Relationships
When students feel welcomed and comfortable, they
develop a sense of community, and they are more
receptive to learning (Brown, 2010). When students join
an Edmentum online learning community, they immediately receive tailored video introductions from their
teacher or coaches. They’ll also use the time to get acquainted with the school norms and culture. Research
has shown that, in a virtual learning setting, instructors
can enhance collaboration and establish a community
of inquiry through the instructional methods that are
used (Mandernach, 2009). Research demonstrates
that students who received personalized feedback
from their instructors felt more satisfied in the learning
experience and achieved larger academic gains than
students who did not (Gallien & Oomen-Early, 2008).

Virtual Instructional Tools and Techniques
Edmentum instructors are trained to effectively leverage and utilize a variety of virtual instructional tools
and techniques, including Edmentum’s course learning
platform, online video technology to record instructional sessions or micro-lectures. Instructor-created video
content, for example, is a simple strategy for increasing students’ sense of connection with their teachers.
The utilization of personalized video content has been
shown to increase the level of engagement and satisfaction experienced by students (Underdown & Martin,
2016).

teaching in both traditional and virtual classroom
settings. Many teachers hold multiple certifications,
advanced degrees, and endorsements. Specifically,
EdOptions Academy teachers have an average of 14.8
years of teaching experience; 73.6% of teachers have a
master’s degree or higher, and 93% have certifications
in multiple states. In addition, all newly hired teachers
will receive a rigorous introductory training program as
well as access to continuous learning opportunities.

Teacher Efficacy and Continuous Improvement
EdOptions Academy’s academic department chairs
ensure that all EdOptions Academy teachers are
equipped with sufficient information and resources
needed for instruction. The department head reviews
teacher performance three times per year (during the
academic year of August through June) to ensure that
instruction consistently meets high standards. Reviews
consist of one or more walkthroughs, feedback, evaluation checklists, and a final summative evaluation.
Walkthroughs consist of checks on the teachers’ certification for good standing and the use of technology for
synchronous and asynchronous communication purposes (Zoom classrooms, email, IM, Web conferences,
live sessions, threaded discussions, and file-sharing
activities). Instructional reviews examine teachers’ use
of innovative strategies, the quality of their feedback
and monitoring of students, and the degree of their
responsiveness to students with special needs.

Teacher Qualification, Experience, Training,
and Learning Opportunities
EdOptions Academy employs highly qualified, state-certified teachers who are experienced in teaching
online courses in a virtual environment. All EdOptions
Academy teachers have a bachelor’s degree from an
accredited institution, a valid state teaching certificate
for the states and subjects they teach, and experience
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Appendix D
Edmentum’s Research-Based Online Course Design Principles
Principles
Mastery Learning:
Focus on efficient learning. Students
show mastery of key content, invest
time in not-yet-mastered content, and
proceed through learning new content
at their own pace.

When it comes to introducing students to new concepts, content, or
knowledge, there is a delicate sweet spot in their brains. When it’s
activated, the learner sees a path to mastery of new concepts. This
critical spark enables students to work efficiently at their own pace
with a focus on what they need to learn. (Le et al., 2014). It also subtly
promotes a growth-mindset orientation in students, which research
shows is a strong predictor of academic success.
Edmentum courses apply principles of mastery learning by establishing
powerful learning objectives that effectively define what students will
know and be able to do at the end of a course. Each learning objective
includes a mix of assessment and learning experiences. Through
formative, low-stakes assessments, as well as unit pretests, Edmentum
courses provide information that allows teachers and learners to make
self-directed decisions about their own learning. This ensures that the
pace of instruction matches what each student is ready to learn (Haynes
et al., 2016; Le et al., 2014).

Active Learning:
Involve learners in responding to and
manipulating information while they
learn — ensuring their involvement in
building understanding and minimizing
passive reception of information.

Deliberate Practice:
Offer intentional, structured, and
sustained practice that builds
thoughtfully in complexity to support
increasing levels of understanding.

Decades of research support active learning’s basic tenet, which is
that students learn more when they are actively engaged in the content
that they are expected to master (Prince, 2003). This student-centered
instructional method puts the learner in charge, contrasting a traditional
lecture format, in which a teacher delivers information to a classroom
of students who passively receive it (Bonwell & Eison, 1991). Hattie’s
research (2009) shows that as students become active in the process
of their own education, learning outcomes improve. Edmentum’s
courses include a range of effective teaching practices and active
learning strategies.
Research shows that deliberate practice is a powerful influence on
student achievement because initial learning can be consolidated from
surface knowledge and committed to long-term memory (Hattie, 2009;
Hattie & Yates, 2013). It refers to intentional, highly structured, and
sustained student effort that impacts knowledge and skill acquisition
and retention. The learning curve relies on the links among practice,
reinforcement, immediate feedback, and performance (Campitelli &
Gobet, 2011; Hattie & Yates, 2013).
Edmentum’s learning design embeds deliberate practice and
feedback within lesson tutorials. Integrated interactions allow
learners to immediately apply new knowledge to gain higher levels of
understanding. Students receive immediate feedback on correct or
incorrect answers, including an explanation that encourages them to
learn from their mistakes and successes. Extended practice provides
additional applications of recent learning through interactions that are
constructed to support and build mastery and ordered to build from
basic foundational skills to the application of higher-level learning.
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Principles
Explicit Instruction:

Explicit instruction refers to a “group of research-supported
instructional behaviors used to design and deliver instruction that
provides needed supports for successful learning through clarity of
language and purpose and reduction of cognitive load” (Hughes et
al., 2017). Edmentum designs each tutorial with a powerful learning
objective that is clearly and transparently communicated. Guided
problems and examples provide models to support learning through
worked examples that reveal the thinking process. This structure
has been found to have a high impact on student learning (Archer &
Hughes, 2011).

Support successful learning by
providing clear skill statements,
modeling of learning outcomes, and
reducing cognitive load.

Scaffolding:
Buoy learning by providing specific
supports when learners need them and
systematically removing them—leading
to independence as learners approach
mastery.

Scaffolding is a process of instructional supports to help students
access, learn, and master content, as well as apply new skills and
knowledge (Dickson et al., 1993; Rosenshine & Meister, 1992).
Scaffolding is particularly important to learners when they are
encountering new material.
Vygotsky (1978) described a zone of proximal development, where the
level of difficulty is balanced with a learner’s prerequisite knowledge
and proficiency. When learners are outside of this optimal learning
zone, the time they are investing is not productive. Scaffolds help
learners achieve an appropriate level of productive struggle.
Edmentum courses include interactive tools that allow learners to selfdirect when they need to utilize scaffolds.

Metacognition:
Engage students in reflecting on how
they best learn and evaluating their
thought processes to help themselves
along their learning path.

Metacognition refers to students’ self-understanding and knowledge
about themselves as learners. Students use metacognitive skills to
select, monitor, manage, and evaluate cognitive processes to self-reflect
on how they learn and strategically employ the most effective learning
strategies in their work (McGuire, 2015). Thoughtful self-monitoring
practices are associated with better learning (National Research Council,
2005, 2013). Instructional strategies that utilize metacognition have been
found to be strongly associated with positive educational outcomes
(Hattie, 2009, 2012).
Edmentum courses are designed to clearly draw student attention
to common misunderstandings and identify big ideas that underpin
learning so that students can productively apply those big ideas
throughout the course and better prepare themselves for success
in higher-level courses. Think-aloud activities appear in videos, as
instruction, and as interactions where learners see the thinking of other
students and decide whether they agree or disagree with their thought
processes. Lessons pair generalized logical thinking and the process
with illustrative examples to support the steps for solving problems and
the thinking behind them.
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Appendix E
Enrollments by Unique Course in Rural Case Study Sample
Course

Total

Course

Physics

51

English 11

9

Math 8

4

World History

31

Science 8

9

English 6

4

English 10

26

Economics

9

4

Spanish 2

22

9

Geometry

20

Mythology and
Folklore

Biology with Virtual
Labs
Criminology

4

English 8

8

First Aid and Safety

4

American Sign
Language 1

19
18

8

Probability and
Statistics

3

English 12

Child Development
and Parenting

Biology

17

Honors English 10

3

Career Exploration

17

French 1

3

US History

16

Accounting

3

Algebra 1

15

Computing for
College and Careers

3

Physical Education

14

Sociology

3

US Government

13

Drugs and Alcohol

3

Spanish 1

13

Life Skills

3

Health

13

Academic Success

3

English 9

12

Math 6

2

Forensic Science

11

Honors Geometry

2

Personal Finance

11

Honors English 12

2

High School Earth
and Space Science

10

Advanced English
Literature and
Composition

2

Middle School US
History

10

Physical Science

2

Advanced Biology

2

Applied Medical
Terminology

10

Total

Personal Psychology

8

Honors English 11

7

Psychology

7

Algebra 2

6

Precalculus

6

Business English

6

German 1

6

Environmental
Science

6

Honors Algebra 2

5

Chemistry

5

Integrated Physics
and Chemistry

5

Spanish 3

5

Health Science 1

5

Introduction to
Criminology

5
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Course

Total

Course

Total

Course

Total

Course

Total

Professional
Photography

1

Sports and
Entertainment
Marketing

1

Veterinary Science

1

Anatomy

1

Family and Consumer

1

Fitness Basics

1

1

Health and Personal
Wellness

1

Advanced Chemistry

2

Native American
Studies

2

Honors Chemistry

2

Math 7

1

Middle School World
History

2

Advanced Calculus

1
1

Advanced US History

2

Financial
Mathematics
English 7

1

Honors US History

2

Science 6

1

Honors World History

2

Science 7

1

Certified Nurse Aide

French 2

2

German 2

2

Digital and Interactive
Media

1

Health Careers

1

Astronomy

2

Entrepreneurship

1

1

Culinary Arts

2

Introduction to
Individual Sports

Digital Photography

2

Hospitality & Tourism

1

Lifetime & Leisure
Sports

1

Early Childhood
Education

2

Intro to Coaching

1

Middle School Health

1

Intro to Nursing

2

Introduction to
Culinary Arts

1

Personal Health and
Fitness

1

Introduction to
Veterinary Science

2

Introduction to
Fashion Design

1

Physiology

1

Strength Training

1

2

Introduction to
Forensic Science

1

Gothic Literature

1

Introduction to
Marine Biology

1

Holocaust Studies

1

Philosophy

1

Introduction to Visual
Arts

1

Structure of Writing

1

Life Skills

1

Women's Studies

1

Strength Training

1

Gothic Literature

1

Holocaust Studies

1

Philosophy

1

Structure of Writing

1

Women's Studies

1

Principles of
Education and
Training
Principles of
Engineering and
Technology

2

Principles of Human
Services

2

Flexibility Training

2

Medical Terminology

1

Nutrition

2

1

Creative Writing

2

Nutrition and
Wellness

Game Development

2

Peer Counseling

1

Principles of
Architecture and
Construction

1

Introduction to
Philosophy

2
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Edmentum Courses
Independent Review
and Approval
Edmentum’s standards-aligned digital courses
are submitted for external review and approval by independent organizations and experts
to ensure that it is based on effective pedagogical principles and comprehensively covers
state and national standards of learning. In
2020, Edmentum submitted digital curricula
across 2,479 courses for review by curriculum
experts and educators in 49 states.

99%
first-round approval rate
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